WELCOME delegates and INTRODUCE yourself with some background.
INTRODUCE course by explaining:
• Today is about the management of time. However, in a lot of respects, it’s as much about
how we manage ourselves - understanding what makes us effective and dealing with things at
work that waste time
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SHOW above slide.
EXPLAIN:
• We all have the same amount of time
• It can be saved, borrowed and wasted
• Consider whether you’ve ever heard yourself saying : “How does she get time to do all
that?”. Well, somehow they seem to fit it all in!
• Today is all about personal organisation at work (the way you go about your jobs, and seeing
if we can do them more efficiently) and perhaps there are some lessons for at leisure too
• It’s about ‘taking control’ to a certain extent, and spotting the situations where we can
influence the outcome about our use of time (even influencing the boss too!)
INTRODUCE the Knowledge/ Skill Checklist from the delegate manual (page 3). EXPLAIN why
it is used (i.e. further evaluation of the course; useful aid for delegates to work with their line
managers on an action plan of improvement) and how to complete.
ASK delegates to complete 1st column. ENCOURAGE honesty. It’s not how they’d like to be but
how they actually are.
EXPLAIN that we will revisit the Knowledge/ Skill Checklist at the end of the day, to re-score.
At that point, if they wish, they can revise any of their original scores up or down.
REFER delegates to page 44 in delegate manual: Personal Pledge Form as a tool to capture
their action planning both during and after the course.
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SHOW above slide, briefly describing some of the activities and exercises you will take
delegates through.
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SHOW above slide and introduce the section.
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Q .What do people do or say that may indicate that they can’t manage their time effectively?
A. REVIEW responses and DISCUSS next 2 slides as the highlights from page 9 of the delegate
manual: Symptoms of poor time management.
ENCOURAGE delegates to relate these factors to any of their habits at work and DISCUSS their
scenarios.
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b) Managing Team
• All the activity that spring up from being a manager: planning, setting tasks, allocating
resources, delegating, giving feedback, keeping the team motivated, coaching, recruiting,
managing inter team relationships, appraising, disciplining etc.
c) Work arising from colleagues
For example:

• Colleagues requesting you to double check their work
• Helping colleagues out who are under pressure by taking tasks off them
• Explaining procedures to colleagues and generally coaching them
• If you are a manager: administering staff holiday requests and signing sick forms
d) Adhoc one off jobs from boss
For example:
• “I need these stats for my report - can you work on that for me?”
• “Can you sit in on the project meeting next week, when I’m on holiday?”
e) Requests from outside the department (internal/external customers)
For example:
• “Can you help me with this graphics package?”
• “I need to raise a cheque request - how do I do it?”
• “Could you do a slot for me at the marketing department meeting and tell us about xx?”
• “Can you help with some panel recruitment interviewing we’re doing?”
• “Can you spend some time with me giving me some feedback on this new PR form we’ve
designed?”
• Reps touting for business and cold calls generally
• Dealing with work experience students
• Completing trade body questionnaires
EXPLAIN that:

• It’s a juggling act. It’s impossible to do everything to a high standard, if at all
•This means that we have to work hard at managing people’s expectations of us and inevitably
disappoint some (we just cannot please ‘all of the people, all of the time’. This can often make
us feel that we are letting them down)
• In the pecking order of priorities, clearly your boss takes precedence. Understanding their
needs and managing their expectations is key. The boss can also be a great ally to defend us
when others from outside our immediate team put pressure on us to change our priorities to
get things done for them first
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REFER delegates to the ‘Choices’ box in the bottom right hand side of page 13 of the delegate
manual.: Time Management Flowchart
Q. What Choices do you have when faced with too many tasks and under extreme pressure?
In other words what are our negotiating variables with task holders?
DISCUSS and REVEAL above slide, pointing out:
Does the task need to be done to this deadline? Can it be done over longer timescales?
Sometimes we accept the stated deadline by the task holder (particularly if they are more
senior than us) or we suggest a short timescale to impress the task holder that we can cope
with the pressure.
Does the task need to be done to this standard? Can we lower the standard ? (i.e. cut
corners) either permanently, if it’s a regular task, or just on this occasion as it ‘buys you back
some time’ to do other higher priority tasks.
For example:
• Can the 10 page report done for the boss every month be reduced to a 2 page overview
with some top-level analysis rather than the detailed analysis normally required?
• Can a quick-fix solution suffice for a machine to get the department through the intense
workflow, putting off a long-term fix until next week when the department is quieter?
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EXPLAIN above slide, referring to page 15 in delegate manual: Structured Process. EXPLAIN
that:
• A tasks = Do it now. You do it or delegate to a trusted colleague
• B tasks = You do it later, or delegate some now, and take control later. These priorities cannot
be ignored and may end up in the A category if they are not dealt with
• C tasks = You do it or delegate
• D tasks = You do it or delegate but beware: Does a D task ever become a C task? If not, then
why do it? What happens to your business if you don’t do it? Sometimes, particularly in
established departments, tasks crop up that are done because ‘we’ve always done it’
RELATE the following to illustrate:
• An office based department in a retail company
• Analysis of returns of goods done religiously every Monday
• Took one person 3 hours every week to complete this task
• The resulting report then got filed in a filing cabinet
• Task had been done for about 5 years
• NO ONE, BUT NO ONE, went into that cabinet to look at the results
• A work study group discovered this by asking questions around work procedures

• 3 x say 50 weeks per year = 150 hours per year lost productivity
• 150 x £10 per hour labour = £1500 down the drain
• Interestingly, when the task holder was told that she wouldn’t need to do this task
anymore, she said “Aww, I really enjoyed doing that!”

DISCUSS the A, B, C and D tasks in relation to the delegate’s own work, to ensure
understanding.
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In Tray Exercise
EXPLAIN that we will now take a break from the time management flowchart to undertake an
exercise that will help them understand more about prioritisation and exercising the choices
in task management. You will be put in the guise of a manager who has just come back from 3
weeks holiday and has a bulging in-tray of issues to deal with.
SPLIT into smaller groups and ISSUE each group with a piece of flipchart and flipchart pens.
REFER to pages 17-20 in delegate manual: In Tray Exercise and SHOW above slide.
SHOW how you would like the feedback:
• On one sheet of flip chart paper
• Flipchart headed up with two columns:
1. What Order?
2. What would you do in each task and why?
REMIND groups that they need to take ‘meaningful action’ on each task and to capture the
detail of exactly what they would do.
ALLOW up to 30mins to complete flip charts.
Trainer Tip:
FLIPCHART the time budget of 30 minutes but don’t give any time progress checks during the
exercise. It is interesting to observe how ‘time aware’ they are. If groups are still working at
the end of the 30 minutes let them work on but discuss their time-budgeting versus the actual
time taken in the review session afterwards.
STICK completed flipcharts from groups to wall, side by side.
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Time Robbers
SPLIT delegates into small syndicate groups. ASK the groups to build a ‘brick wall’ using
whiteboard / flipchart/training room wall and the A4 Time Robber ‘brick’ sheets identifying on
each brick:

• Time robber that occurs during their typical working day (e.g. ‘Interruptions from others
wanting my help’; ‘excessive socialising’; ‘lack of training’ etc)
• Is the time robber self-inflicted (S.I.) or imposed by others (I.B.O.)?
• The cause of each ‘time robber’ (Getting at the right cause will produce the right solution)
REFER to page 29 in delegate manual: Time Robbers exercise – Part 1 to capture any notes in
building the ‘brick wall’ and pages 30-31: Typical Time Robbers for extra prompts .
MENTION the 3 most bizarre time robbers mentioned in past training courses were: Face
book (Peninsula survey in 2008: 233 million lost working hours per month throughout this
social networking site); Women (in a group of all-male delegates!); Hangovers!
EXPLAIN that now we have our ‘brick wall’, we will cover some coping tactics , namely 3 steps
to assertive behaviour and 70 ways to be a better time manager. Then we will return to the
brick wall and start dealing with theses robbers (to ‘knock down the brick wall’).
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REVIEW above slide, REFERRING to the bottom of page 33 in the delegate manual:
Assertiveness, Aggressiveness and Passivity.
ASK delegates for some possible start up phrases:
• “I understand that you are ….”
• “I appreciate what you’re saying however ….”
• “I understand where you’re coming from ….”
• “On one hand I agree with you, on the other hand ……,
• “I know that you’re really under pressure at the moment….”
• “So what you seem to be saying is ……….”
• “I would love to tackle that for you now . It’s just that.......”
GIVE the following example:
A team member interrupts you when doing a really important piece of work. You say:
Step 1: “John, I appreciate you need some advice on xxxxx however ……
Step 2: I really need to get this finished ………

Step 3: How’s about we talk about your issue after lunch?”
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REVIEW above slide, referring to delegates ‘objectives’ flip chart created at the start of the
day, to establish the extent that they have satisfied personal goals.

ACTION PLANNING
ASK delegates to revisit the Knowledge/ Skill Checklist on page 3 of the delegate manual and
complete. REMIND that their pre-course scores can be revised if warranted.
ASK delegates to think about what is it that they will change about their behaviour as a result
of today. REVISIT the main themes of the day to give suggestions for personal pledges. For
example:
• Use 3 steps to assertive behaviour to handle interruptions or say no to jobs that are not
mine
• Meet with the boss to agree my key result areas for the next 6 months
• Select 6 of the 70 tips for better time management, and implement over the next 6 weeks
REVIEW by ASKING delegates to tell us ONE objective from their action plan.
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